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We investigate how the behaviour, especially at "‘, of continuous real solutions
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f t to the equation f t s a f t q h q a f t y h , where a , a , h , h are1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
positive real constants, depends on the values of these parameters. Definitive
answers are given, except in certain cases when h rh is rational. Q 2000 Academic1 2
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .We investigate how the behaviour of continuous real solutions f t to
the homogeneous linear difference-delay equation
f t s a f t q h q a f t y h , )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
where
a , a , h , h are positive real constants,1 2 1 2
depends on the values of these four parameters. A partial treatment of the
w xconditions for all solutions to tend to zero as t “ q‘ was supplied in 1
in connection with a problem in economic theory. Now we shall deal with a
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wider range of types of behaviour, such as are frequently in question for
solutions to differential and difference equations, giving complete answers
Žexcept in certain cases when h rh is rational. We propose to go more1 2
w x .fully into these in a subsequent paper 2 .
Specifically, we investigate the conditions under which some or all
Ž . Ž .solutions of ) are small that is, tend to zero as t “ "‘, some or all
Ž Ž . .apart from the trivial solution f t ’ 0 are unbounded as t “ "‘, some
Ž .solution is non-oscillatory that is, ultimately non-zero as t “ "‘, and in
this last case, whether there is one that tends to zero, or one that tends to
wq‘. There always exist non-trivial oscillatory solutions, for example, of
Ž . at xthe form f t s e cos bt.
Of course any linear combination of solutions is also a solution, includ-
Ž . Ž .ing f t ’ 0, and moreover any function f t continuous on an interval
Ž . Ž .T y h F t F T q h extends to a solution of ) on R, provided that )2 1
holds at t s T ; we may, and shall, treat all solutions as defined on the
whole of R. However, for most types of behaviour we clearly cannot expect
conclusions that apply to all solutions or the whole of R.
Ž .As we shall see, among the solutions of ) there will be some of the
Ž . z t Ž .form f t s e or the real or imaginary part, if z is complex for all
Ž . z tvalues of the parameters and additionally some of the form f t s te for
particular values; the nature of such solutions depends on whether z is
Ž .real or complex and upon the sign of Re z and turns out to be an
excellent guide to what can be asserted of solutions in general. However,
in the absence of any useful representation of the general solution in
terms of these special exponential solutions, we have been forced to use
Ž .Sections 2]6 direct real-variable methods; these share some common
themes and do seem to be of interest in themselves.
We now record the effect of a few simple transformations. If f satisfies
Ž . Ž . Ž .) and g t s f yt then g satisfies the same equation except that
Ž . Ž .a , h and a , h are interchanged; therefore results about behaviour as1 1 2 2
t “ y‘ can be read off from those about behaviour as t “ q‘, and we
Ž . Ž .may concentrate on the latter. On the other hand, if l ) 0 and g t s f lt
Ž .then g satisfies ) with h , h replaced by H s h rl, H s h rl,1 2 1 1 2 2
respectively; therefore where convenient we may suppose that H q H s1 2
Ž .1 by taking l s h q h , whilst any case with h rh rational can be1 2 1 2
Ž . m t Ž .reduced to one in which h , h are integers. Finally, if we set f t s e g t1 2
Ž . mh1 ym h2then g satisfies ) with a , a replaced by a e , a e ; we shall make1 2 1 2
use of this transformation too, and of course it could in addition be used to
obtain, from our results, answers to certain questions about the order of
magnitude of solutions.
Ž .Unless otherwise stated, solutions of ) will always be understood as
real and continuous on the whole of R.
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2. EXISTENCE OF A NON-OSCILLATORY SOLUTION
We establish the following conclusive result.
Ž .THEOREM 1. Equation ) admits a solution that is non-oscillatory as
t “ q‘ or t “ y‘ if and only if
h qhh h h h 1 22 1 1 2a a F h h r h q h . ))Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
Moreo¤er, when this condition is satisfied there exists a solution of the form
Ž . x t Ž .f t s e , x real, and thus positi¤e for all t g R; when )) holds with
Ž . x 0 t Ž . x 0 tequality there is a unique such solution f t s e , but f t s te is also a
Ž Ž . Ž . x 0 t .solution and hence f t s At q B e for any constants A, B .
Ž . x t2.1. Proof of sufficiency. For f t s e to be a solution it is necessary
Ž .and sufficient that w x s 1, where
w x s a eh1 x q a eyh 2 x . 2.1Ž . Ž .1 2
This function is strictly convex on R and has a unique minimum at
x s X, where X is given by
a h eh1 X s a h eyh 2 X , 2.2Ž .1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .and therefore, w x s 1 has a real solution if and only if w X F 1, which
Ž . Ž . Ž .reduces to )) . If )) holds with inequality then w X - 1 and the
Ž . Ž .equation w x s 1 will have two solutions, whereas if )) holds with
Ž . XŽ . Ž .equality then w X s 1 as well as w X s 0, and the equation w x s 1
will have the unique solution x s X. In the latter case we have a eh1 X q1
yh 2 X Ž . Ž . X ta e s 1 as well as 2.2 , and it follows that f t s te is a solution of2
Ž . Ž . X t) in addition to f t s e .
2.2. Reformulation of Necessity
Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose that )) is false, and let w x be as in 2.1 , let X be given by
Ž . Ž . Ž . U Ž .2.2 , and let l s w X ; then l ) 1, f satisfies ) , and we set f t s
Ž . yX tf t e . Then
h h2 1U U Uf t s l f t q h q f t y h .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2h q h h q h1 2 1 2
From this concavity condition we must deduce that f U cannot be
Ž .positive for say all large positive t. We establish the following somewhat
stronger result.
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Ž .THEOREM 2. There exists no function f t which for all large t is defined,
positi¤e, and continuous, and satisfies
h h2 1
f t G l f t q h q f t y h , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2h q h h q h1 2 1 2
where l, h , h are positi¤e constants with l ) 1.1 2
2.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that f is such an anomalous func-
Ž .tion. We may and shall suppose that h q h s 1 see Section 1 . Now for1 2
Ž .all large A and t G A we have f t ) 0 and
t tqh tyh1 2f t dt G l h f t dt q h f t dt ; 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H2 1
A Aqh Ayh1 2
Ž . Ž .that is, with F t denoting the left side of 2.4 ,
F t G l h F t q h q h F t y hŽ . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
A Aqh1q l h f t dt y h f t dt . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 2
Ayh A2
Ž .We observe first that if f is strictly decreasing as well as anomalous , then
A Aqh1
l h f t dt y h f t dtŽ . Ž .H H1 2
Ayh A2
) l h h f A y h h f A s 0,Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
Ž .and 2.5 shows that F itself is an anomalous function, as well as being
Ž .ultimately strictly increasing. We now consider two cases.
‘ Ž . Ž .Case 1. H f t dt - q‘. Then integration of 2.3 shows thatA
‘ ‘ ‘
f t dt G l h f t dt q h f t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H2 1
t tqh tyh1 2
Ž . ‘ Ž .and thus G t s H f t dt is anomalous, as well as being strictly decreas-t
ing. As observed above, there then exists a strictly increasing anomalous
function.
‘ Ž . Ž .Case 2. H f t dt s q‘. Since h q h s 1, we can rewrite 2.5 asA 1 2
F t y c G l h F t q h y c q h F t y h y c , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
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where
l A Aqh1c s c A s y h f t dt y h f t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 2l y 1 Ayh A2
Ž . Ž .Since F t is strictly increasing and F t “ q‘ as t “ q‘, we conclude
Ž .that F t y c is a strictly increasing anomalous function.
Thus in both cases there exists a strongly increasing anomalous function;
Ž . ‘ Ž .let g t denote one. Evidently H g t dt s q‘, and the Case 2 discussiont
shows that for sufficiently large A , A there exist constants c , c such1 2 1 2
that the function
tt 1
G t s g t dt y c dt y cŽ . Ž .H H 2 2 2 1 1
A A1 2
YŽ . Ž .is anomalous; moreover G is twice differentiable, with G t s g t ) 0
for all large t.
Ž .The inequality 2.3 , applied to G, gives
0 ) 1 y l G tŽ . Ž .
G l h G t q h y G t q h G t y h y G t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 1 2
By the mean value theorem, the right side can be written as
X Xlh h G t y G t ,Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
where t y h - t - t - t - t q h , and this again can be written as2 1 2 1
lh h t y t GY t ,Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 3
YŽ . Ž . Ž .where t - t - t . But G t s g t ) 0 if t is sufficiently large , so we1 3 2 3 3
have a contradiction.
Ž .Remark. The above proof evidently shows more generally that if ))
is false then the inequality
f t G a f t q h q a f t y hŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
admits no solution for large positive t which is non-oscillatory and is
assumed merely to be locally Lebesgue integrable rather than continuous.
We may return to the question of the behaviour of measurable solutions of
Ž .) , if there turns out to be anything essentially new to say.
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3. EXISTENCE OF A DIVERGENT SOLUTION
Ž . < Ž . <A solution of ) will be called di¤ergent at "‘ if f t “ q‘ as
t “ "‘. By continuity, every such solution is non-oscillatory; it was shown
Ž .in Section 2 that a non-oscillatory solution exists if and only if )) holds
and that when this condition is satisfied there exists a solution of the form
Ž . x t Žf t s e , where x is real. However, this will be divergent at q‘ resp.
. Ž .y‘ only if x ) 0 resp. x - 0 . We shall establish a necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of a divergent solution.
Ž .THEOREM 3. Equation ) admits a solution di¤ergent at q‘
Ž .i when a q a - 1,1 2
Ž .ii when a q a s 1 if and only if a h F a h ,1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .iii when a q a ) 1 if and only if a h - a h and )) holds.1 2 1 1 2 2
Moreo¤er, if any one of these conditions is satisfied then there exists a
Ž . x tsolution of the form f t s e , x ) 0, except when both a q a s 1 and1 2
Ž .a h s a h , in which case e¤ery linear function f t s At q B is a solution.1 1 2 2
As indicated in Section 1, the corresponding result at y‘ can be
Ž . Ž .deduced immediately by interchanging a , h and a , h ; thus it simply1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .involves reversing the inequalities between a h and a h in ii and iii .1 1 2 2
We pass to the proof of Theorem 3.
Ž .3.1. Proof of sufficiency. Consider the graph of the function w x
Ž . Ž . XŽ .defined by Eq. 2.1 , for which w 0 s a q a , w 0 s a h y a h , and1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .)) is equivalent to min w x : x g R F 1. It is easy to see that i , ii ,
Ž . Ž .iii give the conditions for the equation w x s 1 to admit a positive root
Ž . Ž . x tand therefore ) to admit a solution f t s e with x ) 0, with the
stated exception a q a s 1 and a h s a h , which is precisely when the1 2 1 1 2 2
linear functions are solutions.
3.2. Proof of necessity. This can be reduced, via a careful consideration
Ž .of cases which it seems unnecessary to set forth and taking Theorem 1
into account, to showing that
assuming a q a G 1 and a h ) a h ,1 2 1 1 2 2
there is no solution di¤ergent at q‘.
We use an adaptation of the method of Section 2. Suppose if possible
that there does exist a solution divergent at q‘, which we may assume to
be ultimately positive. As in Section 2, we infer that there are constants
A , A , c , c such that with1 2 1 2
tt 1
F t s f t dt y c dt y cŽ . Ž .H H 2 2 2 1 1
A A2
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we have
F t s a F t q h q a F t y hŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
YŽ . Ž .and F is strictly increasing and positive, with F t s f t ) 0. But be-
cause a h ) a h , for large t we have1 1 2 2
a h1 1
F t ) a F t q h q a F t yŽ . Ž .1 1 2 ž /a2
Ž .and so because a q a G 1 and by the mean value theorem1 2
0 G 1 y a y a F tŽ . Ž .1 2
a h1 1G a F t q h y F t y a F t y F t yŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 ž /a2
a h1 1X Xs a h F t y F t where t y - t - t - t - t q hŽ . Ž .1 1 2 1 1 2 1a2
s a h t y t FY t where t - t - tŽ . Ž .1 1 2 1 3 1 3 2
) 0, a contradiction.
4. EXISTENCE OF A SMALL NON-OSCILLATORY SOLUTION
Ž . Ž .A solution of ) will be called small at "‘ if f t “ 0 as t “ "‘.
Conditions under which there exists at least one non-trivial small solution
will be discussed later; here we establish necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the existence of a non-oscillatory small solution.
Ž .THEOREM 4. Equation ) has a solution small and non-oscillatory at
q‘
Ž .i when a q a - 1,1 2
Ž .ii when a q a s 1, if and only if a h ) a h ,1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .iii when a q a ) 1, if and only if a h ) a h and )) holds.1 2 1 1 2 2
Moreo¤er, if one of these conditions is satisfied then there exists a solution
Ž . x tof the form f t s e , x - 0.
As usual, the result at y‘ can be obtained by reversing the inequality
between a h and a h . We pass to the proof of Theorem 4.1 1 2 2
4.1. Proof of sufficiency. A consideration of the graph of the function
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w x defined by 2.1 would now show that i , ii , iii are precisely the
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Ž . Ž . x tconditions under which ) admits a solution f t s e with x - 0.
Ž .Unlike in Theorem 3, equality is not permitted in ii : this is because
although linear functions can be divergent, they cannot be small and
non-oscillatory.
4.2. Proof of necessity. This can be reduced, with the help of Theorem
Ž . Ž .1, to showing that if either i a q a s 1 and a h F a h , or ii1 2 1 1 2 2
a q a ) 1 and a h - a h , then there exists no solution which is both1 2 1 1 2 2
small and non-oscillatory at q‘.
Since distinct variants of the method of Section 2 are needed, we treat
Ž . Ž .cases i and ii separately. From the existence of a solution f small and
non-oscillatory at q‘, which we assume to be ultimately positive, a
contradiction will be derived.
Ž .4.3. Case i . a q a s 1 and a h F a h .1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . t2 Ž .Since f t ) 0 and f t “ 0 as t “ q‘, the integral H f t dt tends tot1
< <zero as t , t “ q‘ with t y t F C, and is positive for t - t . We may1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .suppose that f t ) 0 for t G h . Consider the expression2
t ttqh t2 21G t s a f t dt dt y a f t dt dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H H1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2ž / ž /t 0 tyh 02
By the mean value theorem we can write
t t2 1G t s a h f t dt y a h f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 1 2 2
0 0
where t y h - t - t - t - t q h2 1 2 1
t t2 1s a h f t dt y a h y a h f t dt . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 1 2 2 1 1
t 01
On the other hand
tqh t t tyh1 2XG t s a f t dt y f t dt y a f t dt y f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H H1 2
0 0 0 0
tqh t1s a f t dt y a f t dt , 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 2
t tyh2
XŽ .so that G t “ 0 as t “ q‘. Also
GY t s a f t q h y a q a f t q a f t y h s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2
Ž . XŽ .since ) holds and a q a s 1. Therefore G t is equal to a constant,1 2
XŽ . Ž .which since G t “ 0 is zero, so G t itself is constant.
Ž .If a h s a h , this contradicts 4.1 , since the right side is positive but1 1 2 2
tends to zero as t “ q‘.
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Ž .If a h - a h , then by letting t “ q‘ in 4.1 we deduce that1 1 2 2
q‘
G t s y a h y a h f t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 2 1 1
0
Ž .a finite number, and 4.1 can be written
q‘ t2y a h y a h f t dt s a h f t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H2 2 1 1 1 1
t t1 1
which is impossible because the left side is negative but the right side is
positive.
Remark. In the case a q a s 1, a h s a h , it is indeed possible for1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .equation ) to admit oscillatory small solutions. For example, if h s 1,1
Ž . yth s 2, a s 2r3, a s 1r3 then f t s 2 cos p t is a solution.2 1 2
Ž .4.4 Case ii . a q a ) 1 and a h - a h .1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .As before, we may suppose that f t ) 0 for t G h . Consider first the2
expression
tqh t tyh1 2F t s a f t dt y f t dt q a f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H1 1 2
0 0 0
tqh t t1s a f t dt y a f t dt q a q a y 1 f t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H1 2 1 2
t tyh 02
4.3Ž .
XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since F t s a f t q h y f t q a f t y h s 0, therefore F t is a1 1 1 2 2 1
Ž .constant; by passing to the limit in 4.3 we conclude that
q‘
F t s a q a y 1 f t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 1 2
0
Ž .a finite number, and 4.3 can be written
q‘ tqh t1a q a y 1 f t dt s a f t dt y a f t dt . 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H1 2 1 2
t t tyh2
Ž . q‘ Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Now let f t s H f t dt . Then 4.4 or integration of ) shows that1 t
Ž .f satisfies the same equation ) as f ; moreover f is strictly decreasing1 1
Ž .and tends to zero as t “ q‘. Therefore the preceding derivation of 4.4
applies equally well to f . With the help of the mean value theorem, the1
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corresponding equation yields
‘
a q a y 1 f t dt s a h f t y a h f tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1
t
where t y h - t - t - t - t q h ,2 1 2 1
which is a contradiction, the left side being positive but the right side
negative, since f is strictly decreasing and a h - a h .1 1 1 2 2
5. ALL SOLUTIONS BOUNDED OR SMALL:
SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
We shall establish the following result.
Ž . qTHEOREM 5. If a G a q 1 then e¤ery solution of ) is bounded on R ,1 2
and indeed e¤ery solution is small at q‘ unless both
a s a q 1 5.1Ž .1 2
and
h rh s prq where p is an e¤en and q an odd integer . 5.2Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž .If 5.1 and 5.2 hold and K is the common value of h rp and h rq,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .then f t s sin p trK is a non-small solution of ) .
As will be proved in Section 7, if h rh is irrational then the condition1 2
a G a q 1 is also necessary for every solution to be bounded on Rq; the1 2
situation when h rh is rational will be dealt with in our proposed second1 2
w xpaper 2 .
Results for t “ y‘ can be deduced in the usual way; see also the
corollary at the end of Section 6.
5.1. Boundedness
Ž .  < Ž . <Let f be a continuous real solution of ) ; let M s sup f t : 0 F t F
4h q h . A simple induction shows that1 2
n
a q 12
f t F M for t G n h q h , for n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Ž .1 2ž /a1
Ž .Thus f is small at q‘ whenever a ) a q 1. Henceforth we assume 5.1 .1 2
< Ž . <We now have f t F M for t G 0, and boundedness is established.
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5.2. Local Oscillation
For d ) 0, let
w d s sup f t q h y f t : 0 F h F d and 0 F t F h q h ; 5.3 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .then w d “ 0 as d “ 0 q , and since each function f t s f t q h yh
Ž . Ž . Ž .f t satisfies the same equation ) as f t , it follows from the reasoning in
Section 5.1 that
f t q h y f t F w d for 0 F h F d and t G 0. 5.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5.3. Completion of the Proof
Ž .Suppose if possible that 5.2 is false but f is a continuous real solution
Ž .of ) that is not small at q‘. Then as t “ q‘
lim sup f t s A ) 0; 5.5Ž . Ž .
we may assume that
lim sup f t s A , 5.6Ž . Ž .
and we shall derive a contradiction. Let
a q 11
b s max a q a , ; 5.7Ž .1 2ž /a2
Ž . Ž .then b ) 1 by 5.1 . Choose d ) 0 so small that w d - A; then by Sec-
tion 5.2
< <t , t G 0 and t y t F d imply f t y f t - A. 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .The first key idea is that if t is large and the value of f t is close to A
Ž . Ž . Ž .resp. yA then so are the values of f t y h and yf t y h y h . We1 1 2
now present this in a more precise form.
LEMMA. Suppose that 0 - bh - 1 and
f T G 1 y h A , f T y h F 1 q h A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 5.9Ž .
f T y h y h F 1 q h A.Ž . Ž .1 2
Then
f T y h G 1 y bh A and yf T y h y h G 1 y bh A.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2
5.10Ž .
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Ž . Ž .If 5.9 holds with yf for f then so does 5.10 .
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..Proof. From ) for t s T y h we have using 5.1 , 5.7 , and 5.91
f T y h s a f T q a f T y h y h G a 1 y h A y a 1 q h AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2 1 2
s 1 y a q a h A G 1 y bh A ,Ž . Ž .1 2
and likewise
1
yf T y h y h s a f T y f T y hŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1a2
a 11G 1 y h A y 1 q h AŽ . Ž .
a a2 2
a q 11s 1 y h A G 1 y bh A.Ž .ž /a2
Replacing f by yf establishes the final assertion.
The second key idea is that if e ) 0 is sufficiently small, T is sufficiently
Ž . Ž .large, and f T G 1 y e A, then repeated application of the lemma will
Ž .take us back to points of the form T y mh and T y n h q h with n1 1 2
odd, at which the values of f are not too far from A and yA, respectively,
Ž .but provided 5.2 is false these two points can be brought so close
Ž .together that 5.8 is contradicted. We now pass to the details.
Ž .Because 5.2 is false, we can find positive integers m, n with m G n and
n odd such that
mh y n h q h - d . 5.11Ž . Ž .1 1 2
Ž .The left side may be zero. Choose e ) 0 so small that
1mb e - . 5.12Ž .2
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 5.5 and 5.6 we can choose t G m h q h so large that both0 1 2
t G t y m h q h implies f t F 1 q e AŽ . Ž . Ž .0 1 2
and
f t G 1 y e A.Ž . Ž .0
< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž r .Noting that b ) 1, so that f t F 1 q e A implies f t F 1 q b e A
Ž .for r G 1, we infer by repeated applications of the lemma, and using 5.12 ,
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that
1mf t y mh G 1 y b e A G A ,Ž . Ž .0 1 2
1ny f t y n h q h G 1 y b e A G A ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .which on addition gives a contradiction to 5.8 , in view of 5.11 .
6. NON-EXISTENCE OF BOUNDED OR SMALL
NON-TRIVIAL SOLUTIONS
ŽIt was shown in Section 5 that if a G a q 1 then every continuous1 2
. Ž . qreal solution of ) is bounded on R and indeed small at q‘ except
Ž .when a s a q 1 and h rh takes certain rational values evenrodd . It1 2 1 2
will be shown in Section 7 that the situation changes if a - a q 1, in that1 2
unbounded solutions will now exist except in special cases; however,
bounded and indeed small non-trivial solutions will also continue to exist if
Ž .a is not too much less than a q 1 see Section 8 . We now show that this1 2
ceases to be true when a drops below the value a y 1.1 2
Ž .THEOREM 6. If a F a y 1 then no non-tri¤ial solution of ) is small1 2
at q‘, and indeed e¤ery non-tri¤ial solution is unbounded on Rq unless
both
a s a y 1 6.1Ž .1 2
and
h rh s prq where p is an odd and q an e¤en integer . 6.2Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž .If 6.1 and 6.2 hold and K is the common value of h rp and h rq,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .then f t s sin p trK is a bounded non-trivial solution of ) .
As in the case of Theorem 5, we refer to Section 7 for a proof that if
h rh is irrational then the condition a F a y 1 is also necessary, for the1 2 1 2
non-existence of non-trivial small solutions, and to Section 8 for a discus-
sion of the rational case. There are corresponding results for t “ y‘.
The proof of Theorem 6 is based on much the same idea as that of
Theorem 5, although some of the details are simpler; we shall set it out in
a similar way.
6.1. Absolute Value Considerations
Ž .If f is a continuous real solution of ) then
1
f t y h s f t y a f t q hŽ . Ž . Ž .2 1 1a2
a q 11F max f t , f t q h , 4Ž . Ž .1ž /a2
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and a double induction shows that for all t
n
a q 11
f t F lim sup f t , for n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Ž .ž /a t“q‘2
Ž < Ž . < .Thus if a F a y 1 and f is small at q‘ i.e., lim sup f t s 0 or1 2
q Ž < Ž . < .a - a y 1 and f is bounded on R i.e., lim sup f t - q‘ then f1 2
must be identically zero; this proves part of Theorem 6. Henceforth we
Ž . Ž .assume that 6.1 is true and 6.2 is false; to complete the proof we must
derive a contradiction from the existence of a non-trivial solution which is
q < Ž . <bounded on R . Thus we assume that 0 - lim sup f t s A - q‘,t “q‘
and it now follows that
f t F A for all t ; 6.3Ž . Ž .
we may also assume that
lim sup f t s A. 6.4Ž . Ž .t “q‘
Ž . tqc Ž .6.2. Lipschitz condition. The function f t s H f t dt , where c ) 0,1 t
Ž .satisfies the same equation ) as f and is bounded, and since f is not
Ž .identically zero, neither is f , provided that c is for example sufficiently1
< Ž . Ž . <small. Moreover f satisfies the Lipschitz condition f t y f t F1 1 1 1 2
< <2 A t y t . Thus we may assume that for some constant L ) 01 2
< <f t y f t F L. t y t for all t , t . 6.5Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
The idea behind the proof of Theorem 6 is the same as for Theorem 5,
except that we now move forward from a ‘‘bad’’ value t of t instead of0
Ž .backward, and obtain a conflict with the more precise 6.5 in place
a2Ž .  4 Ž .of 5.4 . Let b s max a , ; then b ) 1, by 6.1 .2 a1
6.3. Persistence of Values Near "A
Ž . Ž .LEMMA. If 0 - h - 1 then f T ) 1 y h A implies
f T q h ) 1 y bh A andŽ . Ž .2
yf T q h q h ) 1 y bh A.Ž . Ž .1 2
The same implication holds with f replaced by yf.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. If f T ) 1 y h A then from ) for t s T q h , by 6.1 and2
Ž .6.3
f T q h s a f T q h q h q a f T ) ya A q a 1 y h AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2 2 1 2
s 1 y a h A G 1 y bh A ,Ž . Ž .2
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and likewise
1 a 12yf T q h q h s a f T y f T q h ) 1 y h A y AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 2a a a1 1 1
s 1 y bh A G 1 y bh A.Ž . Ž .
This remains valid if f is replaced by yf.
6.4. Completion of the Proof
Ž .Because 6.2 is false, there exist positive integers m, n with m G n and
n odd such that
mh y n h q h - ArL. 6.6Ž . Ž .2 1 2
Choose « ) 0 so small that
1
mb « - . 6.7Ž .
2
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 6.4 we can choose a value t such that f t ) 1 y « A. By repeated0 0
Ž .applications of the lemma we conclude using 6.7 that
1
mw xf t q mh ) 1 y b « A ) A ,Ž .0 2 2
1
nw xy f t q n h q h ) 1 y b « A ) A ,Ž .Ž .0 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .which on addition gives a contradiction to 6.5 , in view of 6.6 .
6.5. Consequence of Theorems 5 and 6
From these theorems and corresponding results at y‘, among other
Žthings the following conclusions can be drawn, showing in conjunction
.with Theorem 7 in the next section that what can be said about certain
Ž z t.types of behaviour for all solutions of the form Re e is a faithful guide
to what is true for general solutions.
Ž .COROLLARY. E¤ery non-tri¤ial solution of ) is small at q‘ and
bounded at y‘ if a ) a q 1, and ¤ice ¤ersa if a ) a q 1; when h rh is1 2 2 1 1 2
irrational, the assertions remain true if a s a q 1 or a s a q 1, respec-1 2 2 1
ti¤ely.
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7. SOLUTIONS OF THE FORM e z t WHEN h rh1 2
IS IRRATIONAL
The next theorem supplies inter alia a converse to the corollary at the
end of Section 6.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 7. i If a - a q 1 and h rh is irrational then ) admits a1 2 1 2
Ž . z t Ž .complex solution of the form f t s e where Re z ) 0.
Ž . Ž .ii If a - a q 1 and h rh is irrational then ) admits a complex2 1 1 2
Ž . z t Ž .solution of the form f t s e where Re z - 0.
We note first that the two assertions are equivalent, because if we set
U Ž . Ž . Ž . Uf t s f yt , then f satisfies ) if and only if f satisfies
f U t s a f U t q h q a f U t y h .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1
Ž . Ž . z t Ž .Thus it is enough to prove i . Now f t s e is a solution of ) if and
only if
1 s a eh1 z q a eyh 2 z . 7.1Ž .1 2
One method of proof, employing Bloch’s theorem from complex func-
w xtion theory, was described in 1 . Here we shall adopt an alternative
‘‘real-variable’’ technique, closely related to one approach for attacking the
case of rational h rh .1 2
7.1. Sol¤ing a Simpler Problem
Ž . Ž .If z s x q iy x, y real then 7.1 becomes
1 s a eh1 xe ih1 y q a eyh 2 xeyi h2 y , 7.2Ž .1 2
and if h y s b , h y s a then this can be written1 2
1 s a eh1 xe ib q a eyh 2 xeyi a . 7.3Ž .1 2
We shall show that if a - a q 1 then there is a non-empty open interval1 2
q Ž .I : R such that for x g I, 7.3 can be solved for a and b , regarded as
independent, and then that for a dense set of values of x g I we can
choose a , b to satisfy arh s brh s y, say: now z s x q iy will be the2 1
Ž .required solution of 7.1 .
First we present a sufficient condition for solvability of the equation
1 s Aeib q Beyi a . 7.4Ž .
LEMMA 1. If A ) 0, B ) 0, and there exists a triangle with sides 1, A, B,
Ž . Ž .then there exist numbers a , b g 0, p satisfying 7.4 , gi¤en by
cos a s B2 q 1 y A2 r2 B and cos b s A2 q 1 y B2 r2 A;Ž . Ž .
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moreo¤er
sin a s HrB and sin b s HrA ,
where H ) 0 is gi¤en by
4H 2 s A q B y 1 A q 1 y B B q 1 y A A q B q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. In the triangle, let a , b be the angles opposite A and B,
respectively.
Ž .7.2. Sol¤ability of 7.3
Henceforth we assume that a - a q 1, and for x G 0 we set1 2
A x s a eh1 x , B x s a eyh 2 x ;Ž . Ž .1 2
in view of the preceding discussion, we shall need the following result.
LEMMA 2. There exists a non-empty open inter¤al I : Rq such that x g I
Ž . Ž .implies that 1, A x , B x are the sides of a triangle.
Proof. We require that
A x - B x q 1, 1 - A x q B x , B x - A x q 1. 7.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .By hypothesis, the first condition holds at x s 0, and since A x y B x
“ q‘ as x “ q‘ there exists x ) 0 such that it holds for 0 - x - x ,1 1
Ž . Ž .while A x s B x q 1. The other two conditions are automatically1 1
satisfied at x , and therefore all three are satisfied throughout an interval1
Ž .I s x , x where 0 - x - x .0 1 0 1
7.3. Completion of the Proof
By the lemmas, there is a non-empty open interval I : Rq such that for
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .all x g I 7.5 holds and there are numbers a x , b x g 0, p satisfying
Žthe conditions of Lemma 1 with variables replaced by corresponding
.functions , and in particular
1 s a eh1 xe ib Ž x . q a eyh 2 xeyi a Ž x . . 7.6Ž .1 2
Now tedious but straightforward calculations show that
h b X x y h a X xŽ . Ž .2 1
2 2 2 22 2s y h A x q h h B x q A x y 1 q h B x H x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 51 1 2 2
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Ž Ž ..and from 7.5 that the quadratic form in h , h is positive definite for1 2
Ž . Ž .x g I. Therefore the continuous function h b x y h a x is strictly2 1
decreasing in I. Since h rh is irrational, the numbers of the form1 2
Ž .h l y h k 2p , for k, l g Z, are dense in R. Hence for a dense set of1 2
values of x g I we have
h b x y h a x s h l y h k 2p where k , l g Z. 7.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
But then with
1 1
y s b x q 2kp s a x q 2 lpŽ . Ž .
h h1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .it follows from 7.6 and 7.7 that 7.2 is satisfied, as required.
8. SMALLNESS OF ALL SOLUTIONS: GENERAL REMARKS
We finally return to the question that originally motivated much of the
present investigation: what are the necessary and sufficient conditions on
Ž . Ž .a , a , h , h each assumed positive for all solutions of ) to be small at1 2 1 2
Žq‘? Dual results concerning unboundedness of all non-trivial solutions
or behaviour at y‘ instead of q‘ can of course be found in a similar way
.or deduced easily. It follows from the results of the preceding sections
that if h rh is irrational then the condition a G a q 1 is necessary and1 2 1 2
sufficient.
The situation when h rh is rational is more complicated. In the1 2
Ž .exceptional case 5.2 of Theorem 5, strict inequality is necessary as well as
sufficient, because if h rh s p rp where p is an even integer and p1 2 1 2 1 2
an odd integer, and K is the common value of h rp and h rp , and if1 1 2 2
h1 x h2 x Ž .a F a q 1 then there exists x G 0 with a e s a e q 1, and f t s1 2 1 2
x t Ž . Ž .e sin p trK is a non-small solution of ) .
Now suppose that h rh is rational but not of the ‘‘exceptional’’ form;1 2
Ž . Žby passing to a function of the form f lt where l ) 0 compare Section
.1 we can reduce our problem to one in which h , h are positi¤e integers1 2
with no common factor and h is odd, and so this can be assumed. We wish1
Ž .to determine the region A in the open first quadrant of the a , a -plane1 2
Ž .for which all solutions of ) are small at q‘. By Theorems 3, 5, and 6,
Žthis contains none of the points at which a q a - 1 or a ) a q 1 the1 2 2 1
.shaded regions in Fig. 1 but all the triangular region T in which a G a1 2
w xq 1; in our proposed second paper 2 we shall show that A extends
beyond the boundary line a s a q 1 into part of the central strip S, and1 2
we shall describe methods whereby A can be specified for any particular
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FIGURE 1
values of h and h . In particular, if h s h s 1 then A includes the half1 2 1 2
of S lying below the line a s a , while if h s 1, h s 2 then A includes2 1 1 2
the part of S lying below the curve a2 q a s a2.2 2 1
We hope also to clarify the relationship between our results and meth-
ods and those already known in the case of difference-delay equations for
Ž . w xsequences x ; see, for example, 3 and references given there.k
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